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Forget bungee-jumping. In Mostar,
the real daredevils throw themselves
straight off the parapet of the world-

famous Stari Most (Old Bridge), dropping
over 20m straight into the icy waters of

the River Neretva. It’s a tradition dating
back long before the 1990s war which
saw the bridge bombed to rubble. The
bridge was painstakingly rebuilt in 2004,
recreating the swooping stone arch of the

1567 original. Each July there’s a bridge-
diving competition. At other times, pro-
fessional jumpers will only perform once
their touts have collected sufficient photo
money from passing tourists. Some visi-

tors even try it for themselves, paying Ä25
for advice and a practice jump from a low-
er platform on the river bank. But that
doesn’t mean it’s safe - travelers have
died in the attempt.
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‘Any time Bosnians want to discuss something,
they’ll head for the nearest cafe,’ says Asem,
my local guide. ‘Coffee is just the setting for

conversation. But I don’t ever worry that it might be
bad.’ Indeed, wherever you go in BiH, it does seem
almost impossible to find a bad brew. Many Bosnians
now choose an Italian-style espresso, but a proper
Bosnian coffee is something unique. It comes in an
individual, long neck copper pot called a dûezva.
Flavour-wise it’s similar to Turkish - served mud-thick
in thimble-sized cups, often with a cube of lokum
(Turkish delight) - but unlike Turkish coffee, the
grounds are brought to the boil several times to create
a suitable crema. And thanks to the dûezva those
grounds stay out of your cup... as long as you wait.
‘Aha!’ adds Asem... ‘Coffee also teaches you patience!’

Is all of traditionally taught pre-history
wrong? That is the controversial mes-
sage propagated by the archaeolo-

gists and new-age dreamers of Visoko’s
Pyramid of the Sun Foundation. Their
central claim is that the hills surround-
ing the otherwise forgettable leather-
tanning town of Visoko, are in fact, the

world’s biggest pyramids. The main
‘pyramid’ is even said to have an energy
beam emanating from its apex. And
beneath town is a labyrinth of tunnels
that they claim to be well over 10,000
years old. Volunteers are busy digging
out these tunnels, revealing rune stones,
‘energy rocks’ and water claimed to

have special ‘happy’ properties.
Whatever you might think of the claims,
which have been widely discredited by
mainstream archaeologists, it’s certainly
curious to delve into the labyrinth or
simply drop by the foundation’s
Sarajevo office-shop for some mind-
bending conversation.
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